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ABSTRACT
Many apps benefit from knowing their power consumption and
adapting their behaviors on the fly. To offer apps power knowledge
at run time, an OS often meters system power and divides it among
apps. Since the impacts of concurrent apps on system power are
entangled, this approach not only makes it difficult to reason about
power but also results in power side channels, a serious vulnerability.
To this end, we introduce a new OS principal called power sandbox, which enables one app to observe the fine-grained power
consumption of itself running in its vertical slice of the hardware/software stack. The observed power is insulated from the impacts
of other apps. Our contribution is a set of lightweight kernel extensions that simultaneously i) enforce the power sandbox boundaries
and ii) confine entailed performance loss to the sandboxed apps.
Our experiences on two embedded platforms show that power sandboxes simplify reasoning about power, maintain fairness among
apps, and minimize power side channels, thus facilitating construction of power-aware apps.
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Figure 1: An overview of this work
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INTRODUCTION

The quest for app power awareness1 has lasted over a decade [28]:
an app, as one or a group of user processes, demands to observe
its power consumption online, in order to adapt its behaviors accordingly to lower power or higher efficiency. Traditionally, an
operating system (OS) supports app power awareness through a
two-step approach at run time as shown in Figure 1(a). First, the
OS meters system power by either consulting a power model [25,
26, 59, 70, 71, 81, 96, 97] or performing in situ direct measurement [11, 28, 29, 79, 84]. Second, it divides the metered power
into per-app shares, based on certain heuristics chosen at the OS
development time.
Despite recent advances in fine-grained power metering [11, 79],
the above approach suffers from two key inadequacies.
(1) Reasoning difficulty: it fails to provide power observations
that are easy for apps to reason about and act upon.
(2) Security vulnerability: it creates power side channels [10],
allowing attackers to learn a victim app’s security-sensitive behaviors.
The latter inadequacy is already shown by prior work [37, 58,
95] and will be further demonstrated in this paper (§2.5): from its
observed GPU power, an attacker app can infer what website a corunning victim browser is visiting. Such inference’s success rate is
6× higher than random guess. Fine-grained power metering further
exacerbates this vulnerability.
In summary, the two inadequacies are becoming the major obstacles towards app power awareness.
Our key observation is that the metered system power contains
entangled impacts from concurrent apps, and the impacts cannot
1 Power awareness and energy awareness are often used interchangeably in prior work.
To highlight power knowledge at fine temporal granularity, we use power awareness
in this paper unless stated otherwise.

be separated cleanly. Such power entanglement is rooted in workconserving OSs that aggressively multiplex apps on hardware resources. Unfortunately, the existing approach to app power awareness copes with power entanglement reactively at best without
attempting to eliminate it.
To this end, we advocate a fresh perspective on OS support
for power awareness, as illustrated in Figure 1(b). First, the OS
supports any app to observe the power of the app running in its
vertical environment (i.e., its vertical slice of the software/hardware
stack) and hence prompts the app to suit the vertical environment.
Furthermore, the OS insulates the app’s power observation from
the impacts of other apps.
Following this perspective, we propose a new abstraction called
power sandbox, or psbox for short. A psbox allows the enclosed
app to observe the collective power of the app itself and its vertical
environment at fine temporal granularities. In this observation,
the only possible contributions of concurrent apps are periods of
idle power. The OS enforces psbox as the only way for apps to
observe power: one app may enter or leave its psbox freely, but
is only allowed to observe power when it is in the psbox. Free of
power entanglement, the resultant power observation is not only
amenable to reasoning but also minimizing power side channels.
We stress that power sandbox insulates app power impacts but does
not isolate their executions: all apps, inside a psbox or not, share
the same system image as usual.
To support psbox, we have addressed two primary challenges:
Enforcing psbox boundaries We make the OS kernel respect
psbox boundaries in resource multiplexing. The kernel does so
with two extensions: i) it grants a psbox exclusive use of resource
partitions at fine spatial or temporal granularities, called resource
balloons; it meters and reports the power of resource balloons; ii) it
virtualizes hardware power states for every single psbox.
Confining performance loss to sandboxed apps As other
mechanisms for online resource monitoring [1, 46], psbox comes
with runtime costs, which is mainly due to lost sharing opportunities. In response, a core mechanism of psbox is to confine the
costs to the sandboxed apps and therefore ensures performance
fairness among all the apps, regardless of their usage of psbox.
This mechanism is both powerful and critical: assuming two apps
co-running on a multicore equally share the CPU time and one
app enters its psbox, the unsandboxed app continues to enjoy its
original share normally – half of the total CPU time, despite the
reduction in combined CPU utilization.
The OS kernel confines performance loss with two techniques.
It tracks the lost sharing opportunities and fully charges the loss to
the sandboxed app, disadvantaging this app in future resource competitions. It encapsulates resource balloons as normal scheduling
entities and therefore reuses most of the existing kernel infrastructure for scheduling.
We intend psbox to be a “pay-as-you-go” service for apps: apps
use psbox to periodically sample power or to selectively monitor
power of key execution phases. Based on their power observation,
apps make power-aware decisions, which remain valid even after
they leave psbox. In most of their lifetime, they run outside of
psbox without overhead.
Atop a recent Linux kernel and two embedded platforms, we
implement psbox for a variety of major hardware components,

including CPU, GPU, DSP, and WiFi interface. psbox keeps an
app’s power observations highly consistent even when the app coruns with other different apps. Across these runs, the app’s energy,
as observed by the app itself, differs by less than 5%; by contrast,
energy shares reported by a prior approach differ by up to 60%.
In a benchmark of three co-running computer vision apps, the
use of psbox by one app leads to 10% total throughput loss. The
confinement of performance loss is robust: in a test with extremely
high resource contention, despite the throughput of the sandboxed
app dropping by 4×, the other co-running app only experiences 1%
throughput loss.
Based on psbox, we present an end-to-end use case. We build
a virtual reality app (in 2K SLoC) that periodically observes its
power and dynamically trades its fidelity level for lower power,
demonstrating how psbox facilitates the construction of poweraware apps.
This paper has made the following contributions:
• We present an analysis of existing approaches to app power
awareness, demonstrate the inadequacies, and identify the
cause as power entanglement. In response, we present a
novel OS principal called power sandbox (psbox) that supports an app to observe the power of itself and its vertical
environment.
• We enforce psbox and confine its performance cost to the
sandboxed app. We do so through a suite of techniques:
resource ballooning, power state virtualization, and tracking/charging the lost sharing opportunities.
• On top of a recent Linux kernel, we implement psbox for
CPU, GPU, DSP, and WiFi interface. Our evaluation shows
that psbox reliably insulates power impacts, incurs minor
cost, maintains fairness, and facilitates the construction of
power-aware apps.
The full source code of psbox is available at:
http://xsel.rocks/p/psbox

2

A CASE FOR A NEW OS PRINCIPAL

We next analyze the design space of supporting app power awareness. First, we distill the essential power knowledge needed by apps
(§2.1). Next, we examine the classic two-step approach, showing
that while metering is becoming accurate and efficient (§2.2), accounting encounters a fundamental difficulty which we dub power
entanglement (§2.3 – §2.5). To address the difficulty, we advocate
eliminating power entanglement and empowering apps to observe
exactly what they need to know. This motivates a new OS principal
(§2.6).

2.1

Power awareness: what matters to apps?

We first examine what power knowledge has been required by existing app adaptation strategies. Figure 2 illustrates the key concepts
of app power-aware adaptation.
App cares about its own power impact By design, most
adaptation strategies focus on optimizing one app’s behaviors. By
exploiting the app’s domain knowledge, these strategies reduce the
app’s power impact, which will be translated to a similar reduction
in the system power or energy. Often, apps demand to know their

power impacts at fine temporal granularities in order to map the
power to short-lived software activities [63, 70, 79, 81].
This app-centered approach
is extensively taken by prior
work: an app optimizes its own
App
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Figure 2: Concepts in app
For higher power efficiency,
power-aware adaptation
prior systems adapt to various
factors of a vertical environment.
Code generators adapt to CPU microarchitectures [63]. Mobile/cloud offloading [17, 18] and mobile data compression [7] adapt
to the comparative efficiency of CPU and wireless link. Content
fidelity [16, 28, 60] and algorithm accuracy [38] adapt to user
preferences. Network transfer scheduler adapts to network conditions [23, 65, 78] or app preference [6]. Web page or game rendering
adapts to user perception [39, 101]. As such, power-aware adaptation decisions inherently depend on the app’s vertical environment.
By contrast, app-centered adaptation rarely considers “horizontal” factors such as peer app activities, which would require apps to
have not only deep knowledge of each other but also mutual trust.
As a result, power-saving opportunities from horizontal cooperation (e.g., app co-execution [102], cooperative I/O [91], request
piggybacking [53]) are more limited, and are often exploited at the
OS level. These are complementary to the app-centered adaptation
under discussion.
Comparative power drives actions To make an adaptation
decision, an app often chooses one action out of multiple candidates by comparing their power impacts. In existing power-aware
systems, these alternative actions include program partitioning
plans [17, 18, 59], code generation strategies [63], middleware configurations [60], graphics rendering strategies [39], network transfer plans [23, 65, 78], hardware component combinations [14], and
compression algorithms [7].
Summary: essential power knowledge We summarize the
power knowledge that is essential to app adaptation as follows:

2.2

System-level power metering2 used to be the major challenge towards power awareness. While most prior work metered power
using models [25, 26, 59, 70, 71, 81, 96, 97], such modeling for
modern hardware is increasingly difficult, due to processor heterogeneity, variation in fabrication [83], and changing operating
conditions [56].
Fortunately, direct measurement, the alternative metering method,
starts to show high promise. Besides the known benefits of high rate
(>10KHz) and accuracy (in mW) [56], recent work demonstrates
that direct measurement can be efficient and therefore in situ, by offloading periodic power sampling and pre-processing to low-power
microcontrollers [11, 79]. Fine-grained, inexpensive power metering enables characterization of short-lived software activities, and
is likely to become a common feature of future hardware platforms.
We will discuss this in detail in §8.1.

2.3

Accounting is hard due to power
entanglement

Even though system power can be metered at a high resolution,
attributing it to separate apps encounters a fundamental difficulty:
Power entanglement: In a work-conserving OS that
aggressively multiplexes apps on hardware, concurrent apps impact the hardware power simultaneously,
and the impacts become inseparable.
We identify three major causes for power entanglement:
• Spatial concurrency in hardware Multiple apps concurrently
use disjoint hardware resources for which power can only be
metered as a whole. Note that such power metering scopes
are often hardware design choices. We show this with a
simple experiment in Figure 3(a). On a dual-core CPU with
one power rail, we measure the whole CPU power, and compare i) only running one process on core 0 to ii) additionally
running a second instance of the same process on core 1.
As shown in the figure, one cannot simply extrapolate the
former run’s power, e.g., by doubling it, to get that of the
latter run. This is because in the latter run, the power impacts of two active CPU cores are entangled, as has also been
confirmed by prior work [102].
• Blurry request boundary Many hardware components, notably accelerators and I/O, accept requests from CPU and
execute the requests asynchronously. Since CPU lacks visibility into the execution durations of in-flight requests, it
cannot differentiate their power impacts. In Figure 3(b), we
show the durations of three consequent GPU commands
and the GPU power. The commands’ durations are to the
best of CPU’s knowledge. Each duration starts when the
command leaves the OS and enters the GPU, and ends when
the OS is notified command completion by a GPU interrupt.
Although we expect that the power of command 2 is similar
to that of command 3 (they are of the same type), command
2 significantly overlaps with command 1 in time and their

(1) An app demands to observe power consumption of itself and
its vertical environment at fine temporal granularity. It is
often indifferent to the power impacts of peer apps.
(2) An app must be able to compare the above power observations quantitatively.
Unfortunately, this essential power knowledge mismatches what
apps are learning from the current approach to power awareness.
Next, we examine this approach, in particular its two key steps.

Fine-grained power metering is getting
easier

2 In

this paper, we use “metering” to refer to both physically measuring energy and
inferring energy through software models.
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causes prevent obtained power samples from being attributed to
apps, as we will demonstrate in evaluation (§6).
Existing approaches are inadequate Existing accounting
mechanisms cope with power entanglement reactively at best. They
divide system power among apps using a variety of heuristics: even
splitting [94], attributing each app’s marginal contribution [25],
attributing based on app hardware utilization [100], or attributing
to the app that uses the hardware most recently [70].
These heuristics are useful for system-level energy accounting,
in that they encapsulate the beliefs or policies of the OS designers.
However, they are unable to address the aforementioned major obstacles in per-app power awareness, since no accounting heuristics
can eliminate power entanglement that has already occurred.
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(c) Comparison of CPU power of the same app when it
runs after a CPU idle period and when it runs after a busy
period.

Figure 3: Examples of power entanglement

power impacts are hence entangled. The OS is incapable of
separating power of these two commands.
• Lingering power state Software workloads may prompt
changes in the hardware power state, which will affect the
power of subsequent workloads. In Figure 3(c), we compare
the CPU power when one app runs in two different scenarios:
running after the CPU has been idle for a while; running
right after the completion of another busy workload. The
latter scenario incurs noticeably different power, as the CPU
clock rate raises prior to the app execution. Similar effects
exist in transmission power of wireless interfaces.
Power entanglement exists no matter how power is metered,
either through modeling or direct measurement. In particular, modeling suffers from all the causes above, as most existing modeling
techniques infer system-level power from aggregated hardware activities, e.g. total LLC misses read from performance counters [81].
High-rate direct measurement does not help either, since the above

Power entanglement creates reasoning
difficulty

Existing accounting mechanisms provide per-app power shares
that are difficult for apps to reason about or reproduce. For instance,
merely based on its power share, one app can hardly tell why one
network transmission consumes more energy than others of the
same length (which could be because the OS charged the WiFi tail
energy to this particular transmission [70, 96]); or why multiple
invocations of the same function show much different power behaviors (which could be because varying workloads ran concurrently
on other CPU cores).
One may suggest that besides dividing the system power, OS
should open up its accounting internals to apps, e.g., publishing the
hardware usage of concurrent apps and the accounting heuristics
used by the OS. This will create more problems. i) Besides reasoning
about power, app developers now need to reason about power
accounting heuristics. As the heuristics become non-trivial (e.g.
based on cooperative game theory [25]), app development soon
becomes a daunting task. ii) Revealing apps’ hardware usage to
each other may create security vulnerabilities.

2.5

Power entanglement creates security
vulnerability

Dividing system power among apps may reveal their power behaviors to each other. When the apps are mutually distrusted, this
creates a known vulnerability called power side channels [10]: by
observing the power of a victim app, an attacker app may learn
the victim’s security-sensitive behaviors, such as encryption and
authentication procedures [51, 52, 95], GPS usage [58], or GUI
state [95].
We next demonstrate that power entanglement can be exploited
through power side channels, showing GPU power leaks a browser’s
deep information – which website it is visiting. We co-run two apps:
a browser (victim) is scripted to open the Alexa top10 websites;
an attacker app, while executing light GPU workloads as camouflage, attempts to infer what website the browser is opening. We
train the attacker once with the GPU power traces collected when
the browser runs alone, labeled by website URLs. In subsequent
runs, the attacker infers the websites based the similarity between
its known and observed GPU power activities. The similarity is
measured with DTW, a well-known algorithm for time-series analysis [2].

Our results show that the attacker’s success rate of inference is
60%, 6× higher than random guess. This is because different web
pages tend to generate different GPU workloads, and hence unique
power signatures.

2.6

Design choices

We advocate an OS principal for any power-aware app to observe
the collective power of the app itself and its vertical environment.
Specifically, the OS should achieve three objectives:
(1) Insulate app power observation The OS shields an app’s
power observation from the impacts of other apps, and hence
eliminates power entanglement for this observation. The OS
does so by adjusting resource multiplexing.
(2) Preserve vertical environment The OS keeps an app vertical
environment unchanged, whether the app is using the OS
service for observing power or not. This enables apps to
make valid adaptation decisions based on their insulated
power observations.
(3) Track and charge cost The OS charges any overhead or lost
multiplexing opportunity in insulating power observations
to the requesting app. This ensures fairness among all apps
despite their different usages of the service.
Following these choices, we introduce a new OS principal called
power sandbox, or psbox, as will be presented below.

3

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

psbox is an OS principal enclosing one power-aware app, i.e., one
or a group of user processes. It is the only way for any app to
observe power. More specifically, a psbox exposes an interface of
virtual power meter to the enclosed app, from which the app may
read real-time power consumption incurred by the app and its
vertical environment. In this observed power, the only possible
contributions of concurrent apps are periods of idle power.
1
2

// Create a power sandbox
box = psbox_create ( HW_CPU /* optional */) ;

3
4

psbox_enter ( box );
// Continuous collection of power
samples
psbox_sample ( box , & buf , NUM_SAMPLES );
// One - time query of energy
energy = psbox_read ( box );
psbox_leave ( box );

5
6
7
8

Listing 1: The psbox User API
Intended usage of psbox Since a psbox’s overhead is charged
to the sandboxed app, we expect apps to use psbox as a “pay as
you go” service. They use psbox to periodically sample power, or
selectively monitor power during interesting execution phases, and
leave psbox for full-speed execution. An app makes power-aware
decisions according to its psbox’s virtual power meter. After the app
leaves the psbox, its decisions remain valid, since the OS preserves
the app’s vertical environment (§2.1). The app only pays the price
of psbox during a small fraction of its execution time.
We would like to stress this “pay as you go” power sandboxing
is complementary to, and may coexist with, the OS mechanisms

that optimize multiplexing of power-unaware apps for combined
efficiency [40, 66, 102].
The app interface Apps access psbox through the API summarized in Listing 1. An app creates a psbox and binds it to a set
of hardware components of which power is reported (line 2). The
granularity of hardware sets is determined by the possible power
metering scopes as supported by hardware. For example, the hardware can be a subset of CPU cores sharing one measurable power
rail [5]. During execution, the app is at liberty to enter or leave the
psbox (line 3 and 8).
When it is in psbox, the app may query the psbox’s virtual power
meter. Similar to accessing CPU performance events [62, 90], the
app may collect power samples in a user-provided buffer (line 5)
or poll to get the accumulated energy (line 7). Unlike existing CPU
events (including the power events [21]), all psbox power readings
are timestamped. These timestamps come from a standard clock
that apps can access through the clock_gettime() syscall. This
allows apps to readily map power readings to software activities at
fine granularities. Depending on metering methods, the timestamp
resolution can be as high as 10 µs, as will described Section 5.
Kernel enforces psbox boundaries The kernel eliminates
power entanglement for a psbox. To do so, the kernel allocates
spatial and temporal partitions of hardware resources at fine granularities, and grants exclusive use of them to the psbox. We term
these partitions resource balloons, which are exemplified by a set
of CPU cores and a time slice of the WiFi interface. Having established the boundaries for resource balloons, the kernel meters the
corresponding hardware power, through either direct measurement
or modeling (§2). The kernel then reveals the metered hardware
power to the psbox’s virtual power meter.
Kernel confines performance loss A psbox incurs performance overhead. Most notably, the exclusive use of resource balloons likely leads to hardware under-utilization. The kernel tackles
the overhead in two ways. On one hand, the kernel reduces the
overhead by keeping resource balloons small, as will be shown
in Section 6. More importantly, the kernel confines the overhead
to the sandboxed app and minimizes the impact on apps outside
the psbox. To do so, the kernel tracks the lost sharing opportunity
due to resource ballooning, bills it to the sandboxed app, and properly disadvantages the sandboxed app in future competitions for
accessing the hardware.

4

KERNEL SUPPORT

To support psbox, we face a twist of two challenges: i) eliminating
power entanglement (§2.3) by changing how the kernel multiplexes
concurrent apps on hardware; ii) integrating the changes into mature kernel mechanisms to avoid disruptive modifications. To address the first challenge, we present a model for extending kernel
drivers; to address the second challenge, we describe how to apply
the model to the kernel subsystems that manage major hardware
components. For brevity, the remainder of this paper refers to these
kernel subsystems as drivers in general.

4.1

The driver model

We propose two lightweight extensions to existing drivers.

Resource ballooning Resource multiplexing must respect
psbox boundaries. More specifically, the kernel must confine spatial
concurrency and asynchronous requests, two major causes of power
entanglement (§2.3). To this end, we retrofit the concept of memory
ballooning for virtual machines [89]. The kernel allocates finegrained resource partitions, called resource balloons, and makes
them exclusive to a psbox. The kernel schedules resources balloons
together with other normal apps, enforces balloon boundaries, and
meters the power of resource balloons for the psbox.
We next describe two types of balloons. In the discussion, we
use psbox⟨ App , hw⟩ to denote a psbox bound to hardware hw and
enclosing an app App . We use App to refer to all other apps outside
the psbox.
• Spatial balloon is for confining spatial concurrency on OSschedulable, preemptable resources, most notably CPU cores.
It prevents App and App from using hw simultaneously.
To do so, when granting the access of hw to App , the OS
schedules in a spatial balloon that occupies all the resources
in hw, which effectively exclude App from hw.
• Temporal balloon is for confining request asynchrony on
accelerators and I/O devices. It prevents App and App from
having in-flight requests submitted to hw simultaneously. To
do so, when granting App the access to hw, the OS schedules
in a temporal balloon, a time slice during which the OS only
dispatches the requests from App to hw. At the start and end
of the temporal balloon, the OS drains in-flight requests by
holding back new requests until hw completes the existing
ones.
A key advantage of resource balloons is they appear as normal
scheduling entities to the existing kernel infrastructure. Hence, they
keep most of the latter oblivious and therefore unmodified. i) The
kernel’s existing accounting mechanism does not differentiate the
portion of hw used by App from the portion intentionally kept idle
by the balloons, e.g. unused CPU cores or stalled GPU cycles. The
kernel simply bills all the resource occupied by the balloons to App .
ii) The kernel’s existing schedulers, e.g. for CPU or for network
packets, still enjoy full freedom of choice: they are at liberty to
decide whether and when to schedule a balloon on hw, and may
freely multiplex App on hw without constraints.
Figure 7 in evaluation shows resource balloons in action.
Power state virtualization Enclosed in a psbox⟨ App , hw⟩,
App should neither observe any lingering power state (§2.3) on
hw nor leave any residual state after using hw. To this end, the OS
keeps a virtual copy of the power state of hw for each psbox (and
a separate copy for App). Upon scheduling in a resource balloon
on hw, the OS puts hw in the power state in which the psbox left
hw previously; when scheduling out the resource balloon, the OS
extracts the hardware power state and saves it for the psbox.
To make this idea practical, we put hardware power states into
two categories, depending on the costs of the related state transitions, and treat them differently:
• Off/suspended states, in which devices lose power or remain
in deep sleep. Examples include CPU deep sleep that retains no cache content, or GPS cold start without any locked
satellite. Exiting these power states often requires expensive

hardware operations, e.g. device initialization. Once a device
exists such an off/suspended state, it often remains in an
operating state for a long period, as described below.
• Operating/idle states are rough equivalents of P and C states
in ACPI [36], which control performance settings of a working device or power saving of an idle device. A device can
switch among these states at low cost and with low delay
(often sub-milliseconds). Examples include CPU frequencies
and WiFi transmission power levels.
The kernel virtualizes operating/idle states and reports the corresponding hardware power to psboxes. By contrast, it neither
virtualizes off/suspended states nor reveals the power pertaining
to these states. The rationales are as follows. First, reconstructing
off/suspended states for each psbox can be prohibitively expensive,
e.g. it requires to cold restart a GPS device for each new psbox.
Furthermore, it is unsafe to reveal unvirtualized off/suspend hardware states to apps, which would allow a malicious app to infer
the device usage, e.g. whether other apps have just used GPS for
localization, through power side channels (§2.5). Hence, for the
durations when hw is off/suspended, the kernel simply feeds psbox
with samples of hw’s idle power. To App , hw appears idle.

4.2

Applying the driver model

According to our model, a driver takes on two new responsibilities
for psbox:
(1) Enforcing resource balloon boundaries, including virtualizing power states;
(2) Tracking lost opportunities of resource sharing and counting
them against App .
Beyond these two, balloon scheduling is handled by existing
kernel mechanisms transparently.

Multicore CPU
We build spatial balloons into the CPU scheduler. A typical multicore CPU scheduler runs multiple instances, one for each core
and managing a runqueue of local tasks (processes or threads). To
choose the next running task, an instance picks the one with the
best scheduling credit. Scheduling credits are often computed from
tasks’ recent CPU usage. For scalability, scheduler instances rarely
communicate.
To enforce spatial balloons for psbox⟨ App , hw⟩, the CPU scheduler coschedules tasks of App on all the cores of hw. If the runnable
tasks in App are fewer than the cores, the scheduler runs dummy
tasks on the remaining cores to force them idle.
To do this, an existing multicore scheduler faces twofold challenges. First, it needs to decide when to start and end a coscheduling period across a set of cores. However, in current designs each
scheduler instance schedules its local tasks independently. Second,
according to CPU cycles spent in coscheduling, the scheduler needs
to discount scheduling credits, and hence ensure fairness between
App and App across all the cores. However, in current designs an
instance focuses on maintaining fairness among its local tasks.

While the idea of coscheduling is long known [69], the above
challenges were still considered unaddressed on multicore, especially the fairness concern [20]. To address the challenges, we introduce a new notion of scheduling loan with three key ideas: i)
we allow a scheduler instance to pick a task T for execution even
if T does not have the best scheduling credit among all the local
runnable tasks; ii) in order to be picked, T must get a loan to triumph other runnable tasks and pay back the loan with its future
credits; iii) all tasks in App share their scheduling loans.
Our augmented multicore scheduler works as follows.
• Scheduling entities: Similar to a Linux cgroup, a psbox has
a set of scheduling entities {E}, one entity on each core. An
entity Ei encompasses all tasks in App on core i and keeps a
collective scheduling credit. The kernel schedules Ei together
with other normal tasks.
(1) Schedule in: Same as in current designs, the scheduler instance on core i picks Ei when Ei has the best scheduling
credit. The instance further picks a task within Ei to run.
(2) Task shootdown: The scheduler instance thus requests all
other cores to schedule in their corresponding entities in {E}.
It does so by sending inter-processor interrupts to all other
cores. Upon request, the scheduler on a remote core j picks
E j : it calculates ∆ j , the initial loan of E j , as the difference
between E j ’s current scheduling credit and that of the most
favorable task on core j (which would otherwise run). After
shootdown, all tasks in App are off CPU and a coscheduling
period for App starts.
(3) Running & loan update: During coscheduling, scheduler instances bill local CPU cycles to the corresponding entities
in {E}. When any scheduler instance, e.g., the one on core i,
is invoked for rescheduling, it takes the chance to calculate
the extra loan needed by Ei to warrant Ei ’s continue use of
core i, and add this new loan to ∆i .
(4) Schedule out: The coscheduling of App continues until none
of {E} has the best credit on their corresponding cores, i.e.,
they all need extra loans to continue. At that time, the scheduler simultaneously schedules out all Ei from all the cores,
by performing another shootdown.
(5) Loan redistribution & repayment: When scheduling Ei out, a
current scheduler design will adjust Ei ’s credits based on the
time Ei just runs. We further make App pay back the loans
that have accumulated during the preceding coscheduling
period. To provide long-term fairness over all the cores, all
entities in {E} evenly split their total loans. The scheduler
redistributes the loans within {E}, which will disadvantage
App in future scheduling.

commands for dispatch, based on the scheduling credits of all apps,
e.g., their recent accelerator usages, and the driver’s scheduling
policy. To support psbox, we bake temporal balloons (§ 4.1) in the
driver. We augment how the driver switches among commands
of different apps and bills the accelerator usage; meanwhile, we
keep any scheduling policy intact. In a nutshell, i) the augmented
driver treats App as a single app in scheduling; ii) the driver avoids
dispatching commands of App as long as any commands from App
are outstanding; iii) the driver bills any resultant lost opportunity
in utilizing the accelerator to App ; iv) the driver further virtualizes
the accelerator’s operating frequency, its most important power
state, for each psbox.
We next describe how the driver schedules in and out a temporal
balloon.
(1) Drain others: When the driver’s scheduling policy decides
to dispatch commands for App , the driver buffers all subsequent requests (from both App and App) until the accelerator
hardware notifies the completion of all existing commands.
During this phase, the driver bills the unutilized portion of
the accelerator (e.g., idle DSP cores) to App as if the portion
was actually used by App .
(2) Flush psbox: After draining outstanding commands, the driver sends out any buffered command for App , which may
have accumulated during phase 1.
(3) Serve psbox: The driver directly dispatches all the subsequent
requests from App to the accelerator while buffering the
ones from App.
(4) Drain psbox: When the driver’s scheduling policy decides
that App deserves the access of accelerator, it drains any
outstanding commands from App in a way similar to phase
1. Over the course of phase 2–4, the driver bills the usage of
entire accelerator to App .
(5) Flush others: The driver sends out any buffered commands
from App, which may have accumulated in phase 4, in their
queueing order. Thereafter, it buffers all subsequent commands from App while dispatching ones from App directly.
The above design integrates well with existing schedulers, yet are
not tied to any specific definition of fairness or scheduling policy. A
challenge to demonstrating this, however, is that many production
accelerator drivers use simple scheduling policies, e.g., round-robin
dispatch, which do not guarantee fairness. In our implementation
described in Section 5, we have built fair queueing schedulers as
baseline designs for GPU and DSP on our test platform, and augment the schedulers for supporting psbox.

Accelerators

Wireless interfaces

Accelerators, such as GPU and DSP, execute commands offloaded
from the CPU. The lowest CPU/accelerator interface is often a
shared command queue. To exploit hardware parallelism, the command queue is asynchronous: CPU may dispatch multiple commands to the queue, and will be notified by the accelerator on the
completion of these commands.
In multiplexing apps on an accelerator, the corresponding driver
schedules their commands. The driver picks one app’s pending

Wireless network interfaces (NICs) such as WiFi interface, are asynchronous by nature. Often, apps trap into the kernel to deposit their
packets into their corresponding kernel buffers; the driver incorporates a packet scheduler to dispatch these packets into a unified
transmission queue, from which the driver will send packets to the
NIC in order. The packet scheduler determines scheduling credits
for apps based their total sent bytes; it ensures fairness through its
queueing discipline, e.g., the Linux fq_codel.
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We tap into the packet scheduler to realize temporal balloons for
NICs. We realize packet draining phases similar to accelerators as
described above, while holding back packets in per-socket buffers
instead of a global queue. To better assess lost sharing opportunities, the packet scheduler inspects packets that are buffered due to
temporal balloons. It identifies any buffered packets that could have
been dispatched without the balloons. Based on the total bytes in
these packets, the driver discounts the scheduling credit of App as
a penalty for the lost opportunities.
A particular challenge is making packet reception respect psbox
boundaries (§4.1). To achieve this, the NIC should defer receiving
the packets that are not destined to the current temporal balloon,
a function unsupported by commodity wireless NICs. Because of
this, our current implementation is limited in insulating power
impacts of receiving different packets. Yet, we have observed that
such reception deferral can be achieved by exploiting virtual MAC
addresses, an emerging feature of recent WiFi NICs [13, 15, 92]: the
driver creates one virtual MAC for each psbox and switches among
virtual MACs as it switches among temporal balloons.
Wireless NICs often have non-trivial power state that must be
virtualized. Fortunately, modern WiFi NICs [86] often expose the
control of power states to the OS. Hence, we augment the WiFi NIC
driver to virtualize power states including transmission modes and
power saving timer, and drive an independent state machine for
each psbox. We recognize that cellular (4G) NICs have uncontrollable power states [41] which we will discuss in Section 7.
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Figure 4: Our prototype hardware platforms used in evaluation. In situ, per component power metering (through four
distinct power rails) is built atop a Cortex-A8 controlling
MCCDAQ USB1608G [57] sampling at 100KHz. Time synchronization is over GPIO (not shown). In (b), the Beaglebone Black acts as both the target system and the DAQ controller.

IMPLEMENTATION

We have built psbox into the Linux kernel 4.4 with about 2250
SLoC. We have assembled two hardware prototypes capable of
measuring each of the major hardware components in situ and
separately, as shown in Figure 4. The power sampling is as fast as
100KHz. Besides acquiring power samples, the power meter and the
CPU synchronize their respective clocks to align power samples
with software activities. It is worth noting that the purpose of our
hardware prototypes is for evaluating psbox; they are not intended
to be free-roaming devices as other systems [11, 79].
CPU We build psbox into the Linux completely fair scheduler
(CFS) [61]. Although a CFS instance is able to schedule a process
group (cgroup) as one scheduling entity, it does not coordinate
multiple scheduler instances. We encapsulate each power sandbox
in a Linux cgroup, and coordinate the tasks within through IPI.
GPU We implement psbox for PowerVR SGX544, a mobile
GPU on the platform in Figure 4(a). Due to diversity of modern
GPUs, we further evaluate psbox atop Qualcomm Adreno420 on
Nexus 6. The two GPUs belong to different families, and have very
different hardware/software stacks.
For both GPUs, we tap into their GPU command queues to implement fair schedulers in the spirit of the Linux CFS [61]: our
scheduler tracks per-app virtual GPU runtime and favors GPU commands from the app that has the minimal virtual GPU runtime.
Atop the schedulers, the drivers enforce temporal balloon boundaries differently, based on their existing structures: since SGX544
directly dispatches commands from syscall contexts to GPU, the
driver buffers app locking requests; by contrast, since Adreno330

buffers GPU commands in per-process queues before dispatching
them, the driver buffers commands from apps.
DSP We implement psbox for TI c66x, a popular multicore
DSP that supports OpenCL. During execution, CPU dispatches DSP
commands, e.g., task execution or cache flush, via a kernel-managed
command queue. Similar to GPU, we enforce resource partitions
atop a fair scheduler along the command queue. The driver further
inspects DSP commands for tracking their dispatch and completion
time.
WiFi We build psbox for the TI WiLink8 NIC with a wl1837 chip
as shown in Figure 4(b). The chip accepts packets and commands
from CPU over SDIO, and runs its own firmware to implement
MAC layer and below.
We build temporal resource partitions into the Linux’s fair packet
scheduler and virtualize the NIC power state in the driver. Despite
the NIC’s support of multiple MACs, when we switch MAC at
run time the NIC resets and loses its association with base station. Therefore, the lack of true MAC virtualization defeats our
effort in insulating energy impacts of receiving different packets,
as described in Section 4.2.

6

EVALUATION

We evaluate the drivers augmented for psbox reported in Section 5
using benchmark apps summarized in Table 5. The evaluation answers the following questions:
§6.1 Does psbox eliminate power entanglement?
§6.2 How does psbox impact app performance?

CPU
GPU
DSP

WiFi

Benchmark
bodytrack
calib3d
dedup
browser
magic
cube
triangle
sgemm
dgemm
monte
browser
scp
wget

Description
A vision program tracking human body move (P)
Camera calibration and 3D reconstruction (O)
Compressing data stream with deduplication (P)
A webkit browser opening a Google homepage (T)
Rendering a “magic lantern” scene at 60fps (V)
Rendering a rotating cube scene at 60fps (Q)
A synthetic app drawing 100k triangles /sec offscreen
Single-precision matrix-multiplication (T)
Double-precision matrix-multiplication (T)
Monte Carlo simulation. (T)
A Links browser opening a Yahoo homepage
Transmitting a 50MB data file over ssh
Transmitting a 50MB data file over http

Figure 5: Benchmark apps used in evaluation. P-PARSEC 3;
O-OpenCV 3.1; T-TI am57 SDK; V-PowerVR SDK; Q-Qt SDK

§6.3 Does psbox confine throughput loss to sandboxed apps?
§6.4 Does psbox facilitate building power-aware apps?

6.1

Elimination of power entanglement

Methodology To test each driver, we run a set of scenarios as
shown in Figure 6. Designating a benchmark app App to be poweraware, we first run App alone and then co-run it with other apps. For
co-running scenarios, we compare psbox to an existing kernel-level
accounting mechanism [96] without psbox. This prior mechanism
derives App’s power by dividing each system power sample among
co-running apps based on their hardware usages in each power
sampling interval. Note that we implement this prior mechanism
favorably by tracking hardware usage at the lowest software level
and at very fine granularities (10µs, 10× smaller than prior work [11,
79]).
Our experiments demonstrate that psbox achieves its primary
goal of eliminating power entanglement. As shown in the figure, no
matter whether App is executed alone or co-executed with different apps, psbox keeps App’s power observations highly consistent,
e.g., preserving significant power spikes and dips. By contrast, the
power shares produced by the prior mechanism exhibit significant
variations. The power differences are reflected in that of the accumulated energy: while the energy values reported by psbox are less
than 5% within each other in most scenario sets, that of the prior
approach can be as high as 60%. This also supports our argument
in Section 2.3: existing accounting approaches are fundamentally
inadequate, despite of the high metering rate. Note that psbox does
not seek absolute reproducibility of power observations, which is
difficult, if not impossible, on commodity computers. This is because OS resource scheduling and app behaviors are not guaranteed
to be the same across different runs.
We further show the details of resource multiplexing, without
and with psbox. As shown in Figure 7, psbox creates spatial and
temporal balloons on CPU and DSP, respectively, and hence makes
resource multiplexing respect the psbox boundaries. Outside of
these balloons, the kernel multiplexes other apps freely as usual.

6.2

Performance impact

Latency increase All apps in the system may experience extra
latency in some of their hardware access, if the hardware access

happens to trigger resource balloon switch. Our implementation
keeps the extra latency relatively low. Throughout our benchmark
scenarios, the CPU scheduling latency is increased by tens of µs for
task shootdown; the command dispatch latencies for GPU and DSP
are increased by 1.8 ms and 100 ms on average, respectively.
The increased latency for WiFi packet transmission can be long,
sometimes hundreds of ms. We found this is likely due to internal
notification batching by the firmware of the WiLink NIC on the
platform in Figure 4(b). In addition, the platform’s wimpy CPU also
contributes to interrupt handling latency. The combined software
and hardware behaviors prolong draining phases.
Throughput loss As mentioned in Section 3, the exclusion of
resource balloons may lead to lost sharing opportunities, which will
reduce the total throughput on hardware. In our experiments, the
total throughput loss can be noticeable, ranging from 0.9% (WiFi)
to 9.8% (CPU). In face of the hardware throughput loss, we next
discuss how well psbox maintains fairness among apps.

6.3

Confinement of throughput loss

Our system maintains throughput fairness among apps which may
have different usages of psbox. To ease the comparison of app
throughput loss, we co-run multiple instances of the same app. We
show the throughputs of all the apps in Figure 8. When one app
enters its psbox, it is the only one experiencing throughput loss;
in comparison, the throughputs of other co-executing apps remain
largely unaffected despite the total throughput decrease. Note that
this is achieved without changing existing scheduling policies. This
validates our key design of fully charging lost sharing opportunities
to the sandboxed app (§4.2). We further test the robustness of our
fairness guarantee under extremely high resource contention: we
test the GPU driver, by co-running browser (in psbox) with triangle,
a synthetic, intensive benchmark. Our results show that while the
GPU throughput of browser drops by 4× due to excessive draining
time, that of triangle only decreases by 1%.

6.4

An end-to-end use case

We demonstrate the efficacy of psbox on a virtual reality (VR)
scenario derived from a SDK demo (2K SLoC) [85]. The VR scenario
lets a human user move her hand in order to control animated water
waves. Two CPU tasks are running continuously. The gesture task
processes video frames, identifies hand contours, and recognizes
hand gestures. The rendering task translates the recognized gestures
to wind directions, generates Phillips spectrum and 2D IFFT, and
keeps refreshing a height map for animating the waves.
We, as app programmers, set to make rendering power-aware, so
that it can trade the rendering fidelity (e.g. framerate, resolution)
for lower power at run time. Without psbox, reasoning about the
power of rendering is difficult due to power entanglement, as shown
in Figure 9. To worsen the problem, the gesture task’s workloads
(and hence its power impacts) largely vary based on inputs, i.e.,
the number of contours in a frame. With psbox, the rendering task
observes its power without the varying impacts of gesture. By adjusting the rendering fidelity based on its power observation in
psbox, rendering achieves a wide range (8.9×) of power, from 90mW
to 800mW.
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Figure 6: Power of the benchmark scenarios. In all plots, x-axis: Time/Sec; y-axis: Power/Watt. In each row: even as an app
co-runs with different apps (column 2–5), psbox provides it with consistent power observations (column 2 & 3), which are close
to the power of the app running alone (column 1). This contrasts to the power attributed to the app by an existing accounting
approach (column 4 & 5). The numbers under each plot show the app’s total energy and the difference compared to the energy
when the app runs alone. Some plots cannot display full length of power activities due to space limit.
Without psbox isolation, the rendering task will mistakenly take
entangled power impacts into account. This incorrect power knowledge will mislead the app’s power adaptation strategy, lowering
energy efficiency or user experience. This VR scenario demonstrates
the benefit from insulating power impacts.

7

LIMITATIONS & DISCUSSIONS

Support psbox on extra hardware (1) Display may consume
more than 50% of energy of a smartphone or tablet [12]. Fortunately,
modern displays, notably OLED, are known free of power entanglement: each pixel contributes to the total power independently
with little lingering power state [24]. Hence, OS may simply divide
the display power among apps based the pixels produced by each
app [70]. (2) GPS power is unaffected by concurrent uses once the
device is operating. Therefore, the kernel can safely reveal GPS

hardware power, except when the GPS is in off/suspended state,
to individual psboxes. This avoids expensive power state virtualization as described in Section 4.1. (3) Cellular interface While
temporal balloons for cellular interface (4G) can be constructed in a
way similar to WiFi NICs (§4.2), a unique challenge is for the kernel
to virtualize a cellular interface’s power state [96]. In practice, the
state transitions of a cellular interface are not controllable by the
OS, but by the cellular standard that must be agreed with cellular
towers. To this end, psbox will be made feasible on cellular interfaces through future hardware support. (4) DRAM consume 5%
– 25% of system energy [8, 12]. Given that DRAM power is often
metered at the level of DIMM [19] or controller [21], it is possible
to realize psbox on DRAM through temporal balloons, However, it
is challenging to track app DRAM usage and ensure fairness, for
which the OS may need to consult hardware performance counters.
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Userspace OS daemon Our current implementation focuses
on kernel drivers. In other systems especially Android, multiplexing
of app requests also happens in user-level daemons. It is possible
to build psbox into these daemons by making their request multiplexing respect psbox boundaries.
Power-aware entities other than apps Some scenarios define alternative entities for power awareness, e.g. a user request
served by multiple processes or even machines [30, 81]. psbox may
enclose these entities in addition to an app. To do support this, each
involved process or machine, as points of multiplexing, must be
augmented to respect psbox boundaries.
Alternative OS mechanisms for supporting psbox Besides
our Linux-based instantiation of psbox (§4.2), there are existing OS
mechanisms that are absent in the mainline Linux yet suiting the
need of enforcing psbox. First, scheduler activations [3] help move

Figure 9: CPU power of a VR scenario. The rendering task
enters psbox to observe its power and adapts accordingly

much of the CPU scheduling logic for psbox to user space. With
such a mechanism, an app in its psbox spawns dummy threads
to occupy unused cores for enforcing the balloon boundary; as
the app’s actual threads suspend/resume, the kernel notifies the
app through upcalls, which adjust the number of dummy threads
accordingly. Second, gang scheduling [20], commonly seen in realtime kernels, directly supports executing all threads in a psbox (a
gang) simultaneously and enforces mutual exclusion among gangs.
Third, systems like Dune [9] creates per-app virtualized views of
the baremetal CPU hardware. This idea can be further extended
to create per-app views of baremetal I/O devices, e.g. WiFi NIC.
The virtualization cost can be further reduced by only enforcing
power insulation (as required by psbox) while eschewing strong
state isolation.

8

ROAD TO EXISTING ECOSYSTEMS

To bring psbox and the power awareness into today’s mobile and
embedded ecosystems, the major challenges are twofold: i) processing high-rate power data with low hardware cost and ii) reusing mature APIs. We next discuss how these can be achieved by leveraging
the existing software/hardware support for sensor data processing.

8.1

Hardware support

We next discuss how situ power metering (§ 2.2) can be realized
atop existing hardware platforms with little addition.
Integrating with existing sensor hubs To harness rich sensors, most modern mobile/embedded devices incorporate sensor
hubs, whose overall market is projected to exceed 2 billion units [42].
Sensors hubs are dedicated, extremely efficient processors for preprocessing sensor data, typically incarnated as Arm Cortex-M
MCUs. As the volume of sensor hubs grows, their cost keeps decreasing: it is several US dollars per unit at the time of writing. They
are penetrating most of the mobile/embedded SoC market.
By their design, sensor hubs directly suit pre-processing of power
samples. A Cortex-M0 sensor hub clocked at 32 MHz consumes as
low as 13 mW, and is capable of real-time processing of power data
sampled at 1 KHz [50]. Such a sampling frequency already exceeds
what is demanded by existing power-aware systems [28, 29, 79], and
is able to differentiate microscopic power activities, e.g. scheduler
context switch as shown in Figure 7.
Asymmetric cores We recognize that there exist mobile/embedded devices that do not have sensor hubs (yet). To increase
efficiency of pre-processing power samples, they can leverage the
lower-power cores in modern Arm architecture, e.g. big.LITTLE and
DynamIQ [64]. The trend of increasing architectural asymmetry
promises better processing efficiency.
Utilizing low-cost power sensors Modern mobile devices
are already sensor-rich. For instance, the recent iPhone X has eight
sensors of different types [43], ranging from the accelerometer to
proximity sensor. Often, it is the types of sensors that differentiate
mobile devices. While existing sensors are for extrospection, we believe it is equally valuable and feasible for the devices to additionally
incorporate power sensors for introspection.
Power sensors can be very cost effective. The simplest power
sensor can be a shunt resistor accompanied by an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC); the latter can be further integrated into an on-chip
I/O controller [5]. The combined cost is less than $1 [87]. Standalone
current sensing ICs provide additional design convenience. At minor cost (around $1 per unit) [44], such an IC can be attached to a
device’s I2C bus with little extra hardware complexity. A typical
current sensing IC [45] is capable of sampling three power rails
at 500KHz simultaneously and returns digitalized power samples.
They are already pervasive on experimental devices including Tegra
X1 [67], X2 [68], Odroid XU3 [35].

8.2

Software support

To foster its adoption, psbox can further leverage the existing software infrastructure. This includes mature API frameworks and
processing algorithms of sensor samples.
High-level sensor APIs Mobile OSes such as Android and
iOS support tens of sensor types. They already offer mature APIs for
apps to retrieve sensor data and subscribe to sensor events [4, 33].
The psbox native interface, as presented in Section 3, can be further
wrapped under such APIs, adding a new “power” sensor type. For instance, through calling Android’s SensorManager.registerListener,
an app is able to retrieve power samples or register callbacks for
“high power” events. This is exactly how today’s apps monitor
existing sensors such as accelerometers.

To cater to app-defined power events, existing sensor APIs can be
further augmented with simple temporal predicates [73]. Through
embedded scripting languages such as Lua or Javascript, the apps
can specify events such as “frequent power spikes” or “power keeps
increasing”. The predicates are continuously evaluated over power
samples by the OS or the sensor hub.
Sensor hub runtime As discussed before, processing of power
samples can be offloaded to sensor hub hardware for efficient execution. Fortunately, there exist rich runtime software on sensor hubs
that facilitates such offloading. First, existing commodity sensor hub
runtimes, e.g. SenseMe [74], are already mature; they provide an
arsenal of signal processing algorithms, e.g. denoising, that can preprocess power samples with high efficiency. Second, recent research
has proposed a variety of techniques for simplifying new code development for sensor hubs. For instance, our work Reflex [55] creates a
software distributed shared memory between CPU and sensor hubs;
MobileHub [80] automatically learns sensor events and produces
event detection code for sensor hubs; Sidewinder [54] supports
composition of parameterized, pre-defined algorithms for sensor
hubs. These rich techniques are applicable to development of power
data processing algorithms for sensor hubs.
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RELATED WORK

Power metering Much work infers power from software-visible
events, such as syscall activities [70, 71], kernel activities [96], hardware states [26, 59, 81, 82, 94, 97, 100]. They often construct linear
models either during development [59, 70, 71, 81, 96, 97, 100] or
at run time [26, 82, 94]. Although convenient, energy modeling is
limited by complex hardware [56] and high variation in semiconductor process [83]. Intel RAPL [21] is a CPU feature: the firmware
monitors hardware activities and infers power based on pre-defined
models. Yet, lacking timestamps, RAPL power samples can hardly
be mapped to software activities at fine time granularity [22, 34]. Direct measurement allows accurate power metering through external
multimeters [28, 29], fine-grained hardware instrumentation [84],
smart switching regulators [27], smart battery interfaces [11, 79],
and specialized metering circuits [32, 88]. Regardless of metering
approaches, power entanglement is inevitable as explained in Section 2, which necessitates power sandboxes.
Power accounting heuristics As mentioned in Section 2,
prior work attributes power using various heuristics. Eprof [70,
71] attributes lingering tail power to the last triggering entity.
HaPPy [99] splits hyperthreading CPU power based on per-thread
aggregated cycles. Ghanei et al. [31] track asynchronous hardware
use and evenly divides power among concurrent apps. Dong et
al. [25] attribute energy based game theory. Power Containers [81]
meters per core power, while evenly splitting the power of shared resources among active cores. Joulemeter [47] models per-VM power
in the server by inferring system power from hardware activities
reported by OS or performance counters. However, without eliminating power entanglement, they suffer from the inadequacies
described in Section 2. It is also difficult to apply the performance
counter-based approaches to many accelerators and I/Os that lack
performance counters.
OS-level power management Power management has been
a key OS responsibility. Odyssey [28, 29] enables the OS to guide

apps for energy-aware adaptation. ECOSystem [97] and Cinder [77]
present OS-level abstractions for energy. Koala [82] builds energy
models in the kernel and sets performance/efficiency dynamically.
Rao et al. [75] build a controller to balance performance loss and
energy saving, based on application-specific data profiled offline. OS
also manages power for accelerators [72] and I/O devices [93, 98].
However, none prior work presented virtualized power view to
individual apps.
Power side-channel attacks Prior work exploits power side
channels to steal private information on smartphones [95], recover
cryptographic keys [51, 52], reveal mobile user geolocations [58],
and leak information across virtual machines [37]. However, few
systems prevent power side channels through active resource management as we do.
OS resource scheduling Several proposals on scheduling are
in particular related to psbox. GPU scheduling has been advocated
for long. TimeGraph [48] prioritizes and isolates performance of
competing apps. PTask [76], Gdev [49], and Menychtas et al. support
fair sharing of GPU. ShuffleDog [40] prioritizes UI tasks through
resource scheduling. SmartIO [66] reduces app delay by prioritizing disk reads over writes. Energy discounted computing [102]
co-schedules tasks to improve total system efficiency. Complementary to psbox, these scheduling proposals target performance or
efficiency for power-unaware apps.
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CONCLUSIONS

An app’s power observation should be insulated from the impacts of
concurrent apps. We introduce power sandbox, a new OS principal
capturing the power of the enclosed app and its vertical environment. To support power sandbox, our key techniques are two: to
allocate exclusive resource partitions at fine granularities and bill
the lost sharing opportunities; to virtualize hardware power states.
Our experience shows that power sandbox simplifies reasoning,
eliminates security vulnerability, and still ensures fairness among
apps.
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